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J. Fits Belmont X-Caliber
9551738    [7090]

K. Fits Panoramic Corporation
9551740   [7095]

L. Fits Yoshida, Kaycor Panoura
9551742    [7085]

PROCESSING 
CLEANERS

X-RAY CLEANER
CONCENTRATES
DARBY DENTAL SUPPLY

Darby’s X-Ray Cleaner
Concentrates are for use in
automatic film processors. Each
16 oz. bottle makes one gallon
of cleaning solution designed to help remove
precipitates, dirt and other materials that may
hinder automated film processing and the quality
of the images being processed. Sold in cases of
twelve bottles for both fixers and developers. 

16 oz., 12/Case 
9521195    Fixer
9521190    Developer

CLEANING FILM SHEETS
AIR TECHNIQUES

Cleaning film sheets are
disposable wipes for
automatic X-ray film
processors and other roller
transport processors. Run
one through the processor
each day to remove chemistry deposits on rollers.

12/Pkg.
9460155   [40140]

ROLLER TRANSPORT
CLEANUP FILM
CARESTREAM

This film is designed for
convenient cleaning of the
transport mechanism in
roller transport processors.
This clean-up procedure
can help to remove
precipitates, dirt, and other
materials that may be
deposited on the transport mechanism. It should
only be used once, on a daily basis, then
discarded.

100/Box
8332102   8" x 10" [1039205]

CLEAN IMAGE SHEETS
SOUTHLAND DISTRIBUTION  

Clean Image Daily Clean Up Sheets is step 1 of a 
3-part cleaning process for your x-ray processor.
Used daily, it removes residue from rollers and
webs that causes film to be grainy. Moisture-
activated coating removes buildup and reduces
processor downtime for cleaning. Bright white
sheet shows the dirt. Clean Image produces
immediate, clean, sharp film every time. 

50/Pkg.
9506634  [CI0810]

CLEAR IMAGE
SOUTHLAND DISTRIBUTION  

Clear Image weekly cleaner is 
step 2 of a 3-part cleaning process
for your x-ray processor. Used
weekly, it provides sharper images.
Clear Image is safe for all processors.
It cleans developer, fixer, oxidation, silver, and
algae deposits from rollers, tanks, webs, and
transports in 3-5 minutes. Acid-free, chromate-
free, 100% biodegradable and nontoxic, no
hazardous shipping charge required. 

Quart, w/Foamer Spray
9506630  [CI-32-12]

Gallon
9506632  [CI-128-4]

EASY CLEAN POWDER
DENT-X

Easy Clean Powder is a
cleaning solution for 
film processors, for
developer and fixer
tanks and transports.
This environmentally
safe cleaner is a 
water-soluble powder.
Easy Clean removes
silver and other residues from the parts,
minimizing the chances of film slippage in 
the rollers while decreasing artifacts on 
the films. 

Packets, 12/Pkg.
9513859   [2602602]

DISPOS-A-BITE
KERR TOTALCARE

The Dispos-a-Bite is a disposable bite block
designed to replace the permanent bite block
found on your panoramic x-ray machine. Each
Dispos-a-Bite is unit dose packaged, which
enables the bite block to be opened in front of
each patient. This assures the patient that the bite
block has not been used previously, and is
intended for single patient use only.

100/Pkg.
A. Fits Midwest, Ritter Panoral, J. Morita Versaview
9551720   [7000]

B. Fits Siemens OP10 Instrumentarium
9551722    [7010]

C. Fits Siemens OP3, OP5
9551724   [7020] 

D. Fits Phillips, DentalEZ, Panolite, Soredex
9551726    [7030]

E. Fits GE Panolipse and Gendex
9551728    [7040]

F. Fits Yoshida, Kaycor Panoura
9551730   [7050]

G. Fits Planmeca
9551732    [7060]

I. Fits Belmont Autopan Fiad and Rotograph
9551736    [7080]

BITE BLOCK COVERS -
CONTINUED

500/Pkg.
9200302  11⁄2" x 3" [1850S]
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